Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:09PM
Do your teachers write their own curriculum for the gardens in your school?

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:11PM
Do you pull teachers off teaching assignments to keep the program going? Do you use study hall or advisory groups? I guess I'm asking about scheduling time for kids and staff to be in the garden.

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:15PM
How do you fund your efforts?

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:34PM
Do any of you work with SHIP? Statewide Health Improvement Program? If yes, please share your experience.

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:07PM
Are you a gardener?
Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:11PM

Have you encountered difficulty getting other school administrators supporting your efforts?

Votes: 2

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:11PM

Who has been the biggest driver of establishing a garden at your school?

Votes: 2

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:35PM

Have parents been involved?

Votes: 2

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:08PM

How are you supporting the gardens in your schools?

Votes: 1

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:30PM

Brian, How would you keep deer from invading an apple orchard?

Votes: 1

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:33PM

As far as grants goes, The Life Time Foundation currently doesn't fund school gardens, but I suggest looking into one of our partners, the Whole Kids Foundation.

Votes: 1

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:39PM

Do you use what you grow in the school lunches?

Votes: 1

Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:37PM

Do you have opinions about using native plants in your gardens?

Votes: 0
Anonymous • 04 Mar 12:50PM

How close are you to incorporating your harvest into your lunch recipes?